Chris Moles

The Heart of Domestic Abuse (I walk through my
definitions and a biblical understanding of Domestic
Abuse)
The Impact of Domestic Abuse on Children (I walk
through the theological and sociological aspects
related to children who witness domestic violence
against their mother)

Warren Lamb

Antonio
Alfred

Daniel Berger

Created Male & Female: Gender Matters When
Scripture says, “Male and female He created them,”
there is a declaration by God Most High that “gender
matters.” Our world has “lost its mind” in regards to
gender and sexuality, completely disconnect from
and in rebellion against these truths of old. This
workshop provides clarity and understanding of
where we are, how we got here, and the path God
has laid out for us to bring freedom to those taken
captive by the lies of the homosexualist and
transgender campaigns.
Topic #3 – Pastoral Ministry and Biblical Counseling
Biblical counseling involves enormous and dynamic
components. In this workshop, however, I will only
discuss six of these concepts that are involved in the
ministry of biblical counseling. The six components
are as follows: the goal, building involvement,
passion, data gathering, rethinking the problem, and
nouthetic confrontation. The purpose of this
workshop is to persuade you that biblical counseling
is a vital part of the pastoral ministry that must be
perform according to Scripture.
(1) Session 1: Ancient Madness vs. Modern Mental
Illness (Session 1 of 2)
Today’s prominent psychiatrists (who control and
sustain the construct of mental illness) insist that
normalcy and mental illness cannot be objectively
determined or defined. Yet they assert that their

Daniel Berger
(cont’d.)

constructs of human abnormalities contained in the
DSM-5 should be believed and applied dogmatically.
But if normal is subjective and imprecise, then how
can deviances from a non-existent standard logically
exist objectively? What if an objective definition does
exist, however, and discovering its essential elements
simplifies the concept of madness/psychosis and
exposes exactly why secularists cannot or refuse to
objectively define normalcy and mental illness? In
order to answer these questions, the original
definition of madness found in Scripture will be
compared and contrasted with the current accepted
psychiatric theory.
Ancient Madness vs. Modern Mental Illness (Session
2 of 2)
The modern psychiatric constructs of psychosis (e.g.,
schizophrenia, bipolar, dissociative Identity disorder . .
.) and the secular theory referred to as the
"dimensional approach" will be examined more
carefully and compared with the first recorded
historical examples of psychosis. Likewise, the content
and cause of delusions and hallucinations will be
investigated more thoroughly. Is madness truly an
abnormality, or is madness an unfortunate and
impairing aspect of human nature?

Sarah Cadwell

Ancient Paths for many leads to Buddhism.
Comparisons and Contrasts of Christianity with
Buddhism and why we need to understand that belief
system. Helping family members or disciples who
may not be practicing Buddhists - may even be
Christians but have grown up in a Buddhist culture evaluate their cultural views, specifically as it relates
to suffering. That is their big struggle and the most
important thing we can do for any person who is
suffering is to help them with a Biblically faithful view
of suffering - giving them hope to go through it God's
way.

Jeff & Rose
Colon

Dealing with Emotional Affairs in
Marriage. Description: In this workshop Jeff and
Rose will be looking at emotional affairs. What kind
of devastating effects can it have in a marriage? Is it
considered sin? How do they get started? How can
spouse guard their hearts from falling into this trap.

Rose Colon

Ancient Paths from Psalm 1. Description: Is Psalm 1
still relevant for our modern times? In this workshop,
Rose will go through this Psalm verse by verse and
look at how counselors can apply this wealth of
wisdom in their counseling sessions.

Howard
Eyrich

James, The Model Biblical Counselor: Practical,
Poignant, Powerful
How will James be useful in counseling? That is a
great question! Here is how we will answer that
question. We will see that James lays out seven
characteristics of genuine faith. As we work our way
through these we will observe that James implements
that same put off, renew thinking, put off dynamic
that Paul articulates in his epistles. Rather than like
Luther who called James the Epistle of Straw and
would have banned it from the cannon, we will come
to see that James is complementary to Paul rather
than in opposition. Paul emphasized faith and grace
yet certainly poignantly promotes works. James, on
the other hand, emphasizes works as the expression
of faith (grace experienced).
Retirement Is It Biblical? If It Is, How Do We Do It
Biblically?
Few people ask these questions until retirement is
upon them. One of the reasons we know this is true is
the astounding number of people who have less than
$5000.00 saved for retirement. We will examine how
to help the counselee who is asking the questions and

we will explore how to encourage us to ask the
questions.

Mark Hager

The Gospel and Evangelism in Counseling: The
Power of Change from the Truths of Antiquity
Biblical counseling is one of the greatest evangelistic
opportunities we will ever face in the church today,
so we must be prepared to address the most
powerful part of the change process – the gospel! In
this workshop you will learn how to effectively and
comfortably evangelize in the counseling setting. You
will be provided several unique illustrations that will
help transition conversations and topics to the gospel
in a counseling office. Additionally, you will learn
ways to evangelize your community, connect outside
counseling prospects to your church and to
effectively evangelize “religious people.”

Jeff
Christianson

The Power of The Holy Spirit in Counseling

Ruth Froese

Biblically Counseling Women Who Have Suffered
Unspeakable Evil (Women Only)
In this fallen world that promises suffering and pain,
there is an ancient path~the path of hope. This
workshop will consider how to disciple women who
have suffered unspeakable evil so that they can travel
the ancient path of peace, joy and hope.

Bob & Ruth
Froese

The Ins and Outs of IABC Certification
Are you a pastor, wondering what impact Biblical
Counseling could make in your church? Are you a
student of the Word, wondering whether certification
as a Biblical Counselor is for you? This workshop will

Law and Grace in the Counseling Situation

walk you through towards certification, and offer
opportunity for interaction about the challenges of
keeping counsel on the ancient path.

Marlowe
Bulkley

Rick Thomas

Slaying the Giant of Depression
When we have failed to believe the basic truth...that
His divine power has given us everything we need for
life and godliness through our knowledge of him who
called us by his own glory and goodness (2 Peter 1:3),
the end result can be tragic. What do you do or what
do you tell others to do when they are battling
depression? Or more importantly, what did God say
to do? Ultimately God is more interested in our
character than our comfort!

How To Overcome the Fear Of Others
This workshop is one of our most requested training
sessions. Being controlled by the opinion of other
people is a problem that every person struggles with
to varying degrees. Biblically, it is called the fear of
man.
It is also called peer pressure, insecurity, codependency, and being controlled by what other
individuals think of you. In this workshop Rick walks
you through the problem and solution. It is the
perfect training for any person who wants to
overcome this problem, from the teenage years and
up.

Kevin Lee

Renewing the Mind and Getting Our Mind Right Ephesians 4:22-24 tells us to put off the old man,
renew our mind, and to put on the new man.
Renewing the mind and changing how and what we
think is crucial to being able to put off the old for
good and to put on the new. We will explore
Scripture truth to learn how to help counselees learn

about and how to apply Philippians 4:8 in thinking
biblically.
Premarital Counseling - Setting up and conducting
biblical premarital counseling within the church
biblical counseling ministry to help couples get on the
right track and stay there before and after the
wedding.

Julie
Ganschow

Bearing the Burdens of the Elderly
This workshop will focus on the emotional and
spiritual burdens of the elderly and how you can
minister to them.

Woody
Church

How do I know the will of God?
Is God sovereign? I Thessalonians 4: 1-12 is a key to
unlocking God’s will for us as believers. The will of
God, divine will, or God’s plan, refers to the context of
God having a plan for humanity. Understandably
what God wants is very important in practical
theology.

Alden Laird

I Don't Have Any Friends
More and more people are facing loneliness, a feeling
of abandonment, and/or a perspective that they do
not have any friends. A fresh look at the lives of
David and Jonathan can assist and make a real
difference. The camaraderie they enjoyed
demonstrates the essential qualities for Godcentered friendships.

Steve
Cranston

Ancient Paths and Christ-Honoring Communication
Communication is an aspect of our lives that governs
every relationship we’re in, from the closest to the
most casual. Let’s look how “Returning to the
Ancient Paths” of Scriptural teaching will help us
immensely in correcting our communication skills to
more honor Christ.

